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From Viking longboats to modern houses and outdoor furniture. Pine 
tar is like jeans – a durable classic that never goes out of fashion. 
The Vikings were the first to discover the fantastic properties of 
wood tar, which they used to protect ships and building exteriors 
from rot. With Tjärlek by Auson, we have combined the impregnating 
properties of pine tar with modern, natural colours. The result is a 
paint that you are guaranteed to fall in love with. It is also a tribute 
to our forest. 

A ONE-HUNDRED-
YEAR LOVE STORY 
FROM THE FOREST 

DID YOU KNOW THAT YOU 

CAN USE PINE TAR ON 

DISTEMPER PAINTED  

HOUSES?

#PAINTOVE
RDISTEMP

ER
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PAINTING OVER DISTEMPER PAINT
Is your distemper paint or iron vitriol-treated house starting 
to look time-worn? Paint over it with Red Tar, Black Tar, 
Brown Tar or Tar Vitriol. You will achieve a durable finish 
and your exteriors will not crack or flake. We are confident 
in our claim that pine tar is the absolute best product on 
the market for use on distemper painted buildings. 

NATURE’S OWN PAINT
Natural, organic and sustainable. The trend of natural and 
organic raw materials, furniture and skin care products has 
never been as popular as it is now. And a more natural 
product than wood tar is hard to find. Wood tar is quite 
literally a product from the forest. It is obtained by the dry 
distillation of wood, and in particular, pine. As a solvent, 
we use gum turpentine, which is also extracted from trees. 
The result is a paint that protects and reinforces the wood. 

IMPREGNATION THAT LASTS
By treating wood with wood tar, you are adding natural 
substances which the tree itself uses against attacks from 
mould and wood-decay fungus. The wood also receives 
an impregnation that prevents moisture from penetrating 
and instead allows it to breathe. This helps prevent the 
wood from drying out and cracking. The wonderful smell 
of tar diminishes with time, but is testament to the fact that 
you have treated the wood with nature’s own paint. 

WOOD - NATURAL AND ALIVE
Tradition, quality and feel. There is a reason why we have 
built houses from wood from time immemorial. It is safe 
to say that it really is the best and most natural material 
available. At the same time, it is alive and is affected by 
everything that happens around it. Wind and weather, acid 
rain, insects, mould and algae are examples of things that 
adversely affect the surface of wood. But this is actually 
something you can avoid if you treat the wood with wood 
tar – all thanks to the impregnating properties. Depending 
on the species of pine used for production, the wood tar 
takes on a different scent and colour. 

THE TAR OF ARCHITECTS
The matt, natural colours of tar paint are revered by most 
architects. They also love the smell. Marcus Axelsson from 
the HAG arkitekter architectural firm in Stockholm fell in 
love with Red Tar when he was tasked with selecting paint 
for a terraced house in Uppsala. 
 "The red colour really accentuates the feel of the wood and 
provides depth. And that it protects the wood is of course 
an added benefit. Everyone involved with the terraced 
house in Uppsala agrees that the end-result is beautiful," 
says Marcus Axelsson, architect at HAG arkitekter.
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"For someone like me who has worked in the wood industry 
for 30 years, it was fantastic to discover an eco-friendly, 
natural product which can also be used over distemper 
paint. No other paint can do this. By using Red Tar we are 
able to restore our own house with the protective properties 
that exist naturally in wood, and we avoid problems with 
mould and rot on the exterior," says Håkan.  

LOVE LIFE IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
Lise and Håkan have lived in the countryside for almost their 
whole lives. The bought their beloved Paris homestead in 
1981 and put all their heart into transforming the ramshackle 
school into a beautiful home with adjoining stables and 
smaller houses. The couple also leases 650 hectares of 
hunting ground on which Håkan organises hunting activities 
for individuals and companies. 
 "We have plenty of Norwegian and Swedish hunting 
guests. But our B&B attracts everyone interested in nature 
– here you can really get an experience out of the ordinary," 
says Håkan, who tells us that hunting is his favourite pastime.  

”PAINT THAT REALLY PENETRATES THE WOOD”
By 2015, Lise and Håkan had grown tired of the worn, 
distemper painted exterior of their house – the main building 
at the homestead. Lise was paging through an interior 
design magazine and came across an advertisement for 
Red Tar. Prior to this, they had never heard of the paint. 
 "We were immediately drawn to the elegant red colour 
but, above all, because it was a natural product. It was 
also important for me to finally get a painted exterior that 
would not come off. Red Tar really penetrates the wood 
and we consider the long drying time as a positive thing 
– this way we know the paint is truly protecting the wood. 
We are looking forward to repainting the other distemper 
painted buildings," says Lise and Håkan agrees. 

Between 1904 and 1955, it was a 
school. Today, ”Villa Paris” is a rustic 
gem in the heart of Sörmland. Hunters, 
cyclists and tourists in search of a 
unique nature experience all visit this 
cosy Bed & Breakfast. Two years ago, 
Lise and Håkan Lövkvist painted over 
the time-worn, distemper painted main 
house with Red Tar.

The exterior of Villa Paris has been beautifully 
restored thanks to Red Tar.

Lise enjoys being able to lean against the exterior 
without getting paint on her clothes. 

FROM SCHOOL TO 
RUSTIC GEM 
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FAMILY LÖVKVIST

Members: Håkan (62), Lise (56) and two adult 
children.

Occupations: Håkan is a sole proprietor and 
entrepreneur with a background from the wood 
industry, while Lise works at a special needs 
school in Nyköping.

Reside: In ”Villa Paris” in the heart of Sörmland.

1.
2.
3.

It is a natural product from the forest 
which protects the exterior. We avoid 
mould and rot. 

The elegant red colour really penetrates 
the wood and does not come off. 

The paint requires minimal preparation. 
NB! Adequate masking must be done 
as the paint drips after painting.

WHY WE LOVE RED TAR
Håkan and Lise:
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MEET THE PEOPLE IN 
THE TJÄRLEK FACTORY

Reggae musicians, bakers and former tram drivers... 
The ”Tjärlek factory” has 28 employees with many 
different experiences and backgrounds. But they 
are all an important part of Auson’s story, which 
started in 1928.  Meet Seydina, Yasmine, Monica  
and Daniel, who are right at the heart of the 
business.
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The smell of tar hits you as soon as you enter the Tjärlek 
factory. The atmosphere is cheerful and there is a fast 
tempo. Employees have just finished breakfast and are 
ready to continue with the day's tasks. 
 For Yasmine Johnsson, today this means working at 
the so-called tar dissolver – the first station in the pine tar 
production line. She works with quick, experienced hands 
and explains what she is doing – all with bright eyes and 
a huge smile. 
 “My wonderful colleagues and the variation in the work 
tasks is what I like most about my job. No day is like any 
other and I learn new things every day. But the people I work 
with are the best part. We can have serious discussions and 
we can have a laugh together,” she says with a big smile. 

NO PROBLEM GETTING DIRT UNDER HER NAILS
Yasmine started working at the Tjärlek factory at Auson just 
over three years ago. She is actually a freelance portrait 
artist and trained baker, but found herself unemployed and 
wanting to try something new. 
 “It was fun and exciting – completely different to my 
previous jobs in a café and a warehouse. At first I labelled 
tins, but after only two days I ended up in the kitchen where 
the corrosion protection is made. I don’t mind getting 
dirt under my fingernails and that’s why I soon ended up 
working in the production process itself. Some people were 
surprised I was so happy here. But age and gender don’t 
matter as long as you do a good job,” Yasmine explains 
while weighing linseed oil at the tar dissolver. 

Yasmine hard at work making Pine Tar.
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MOTHER FIGURE IN THE TJÄRLEK FACTORY
Also at the company is Monica Larsson, who has become 
something of a mother figure. She, along with many 
others, has worked at the company for over ten years. Her 
colleagues go to her whenever they need to talk and she 
is happy to listen to them in the kitchen. She is also one of 
the people responsible for the all-important Friday coffee 
and lottery every week. 
 “I’m still here because of all the wonderful people. They 
are what motivates me in my job. We can laugh together 
and talk about everything. The fact that we make such a 
great team and get on so well together is the reason why 
so many of us have stayed so long. But that doesn’t stop 
us from having a good daydream about what we’d do if 
we won the lottery,” says Monica Larsson, laughing.

THE MUSICIAN WHO SPREADS JOY
The last station in the Tjärlek process is labelling. Different 
labels are required for Red Tar, Black Tar, Tar Vitriol, Brown 
Tar and Tar Oil. Today it is Seydina Gueye who is labelling 
empty tins for Red Tar. He works with quick, steady 
fingers while humming a tune from his new reggae record. 
Seydina, who comes from Senegal, moved to Sweden 
in 2008 for the sole purpose of investing in his music.  
He came to the Tjärlek factory three years ago thanks to 
his brother, Samba, who also works here. 
 “I love this job. Something’s always happening and I’m 
always learning. In my three years here I’ve had a go at 
most things and there’s always something new to try. The 
fact that I’m a happy and exuberant guy with a lot to offer 
is appreciated by my colleagues,” says Seydina, laughing 
and proudly explaining that his stage name is Mandoza.

 
15 YEARS OF TJÄRLEK
The end station in the Tjärlek factory is the tapping station. 
Today, Daniel Börjesson is in the process of filling the Red 
Tar tins.  Before he starts, he checks the tapping order and 
calculates the weight.  Having the correct weight is very 
important. He joined the company 15 years ago.
 “I started in the lab, where I learnt many important basics. 
In all my years here I have had different areas of responsibility 
– right now I’m getting everything set up before production 
itself starts. But since I have such extensive knowledge, 
I can help out wherever I’m needed.” Daniel also serves 
as the trade union representative for the Tjärlek factory.  
 “Being the trade union representative is important, fun 
and challenging. The role also means I gain even more 
colleagues – the people from IF Metall,” explains Daniel 
and says that Red Tar is his favourite paint. 

A singing Seydina at labelling.

by
TJÄRLEK



9Monica – a rock to her colleagues.

Daniel Börjesson attending to the tapping station.

 ”THE PEOPLE I WORK WITH ARE 
THE BEST PART. WE CAN HAVE 
SERIOUS DISCUSSIONS AND WE 
CAN HAVE A LAUGH TOGETHER
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BLACK TAR ON A 
WEATHERED HOUSE 
IN THE ARCHIPELAGO.
Easy to use, durable and aesthetically 
pleasing.  These are Lars-Einar Bresäter’s 
three most important reasons for painting 
with Black Tar.   
He lives in a modern house near the sea 
in Gothenburg’s southern archipelago.  
The first floor of the house was painted 
with distemper paint, but after only four 
years it became brown instead of black.

“I decided to paint over the distemper paint using Black 
Tar and the result was perfect. The work was quick and 
the durable finish is lovely and smooth, which will make it 
easier to repaint in the future,” says Lars-Einar Bresäter. 

Lars-Einar’s house is exposed to powerful winds and a 
lot of rain. The house has large windows at the front and 
vertical wood panelling at the rear. 
 “A house this exposed to the weather really needs paint 
that is durable and that does not require a lot of upkeep. 
The black tar is easy to use, permeates well and gives a 
uniform colour. We are very pleased with our decision.”

FAMILY BRESÄTER

Members: Lars-Einar (67) and Rose-Marie (63).

Occupations: Lars-Einar is a retired doctor and 
Rose-Marie is a psychologist.

Reside: In a black tar house in Gothenburg's 
archipelago.

 ”DISTEMPER PAINT BECAME 
BROWN INSTEAD OF BLACK
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THE NATURAL WEST COAST HOUSE
Is there a natural paint that can protect the 
exterior? This is what the Roosbergs, who live 
in a modern west coast house in Lerkil, asked 
themselves. The house had previously been 
painted using Iron Vitriol, and the exterior was 
somewhat worse for wear. Tar Vitriol was a 
pleasant surprise for the couple. 

“We were surprised there was a natural product that could 
protect our exterior and ensure that the wood aged naturally. 
It felt great to paint over the iron vitriol which had caused 
corrosion on the concrete and around the house. Thanks to 
the Tar Vitriol, we have a durable house that blends in with the 
beautiful west coast environment,” says Jonas.

Sofia and Jonas bought the house in 2013, and since then 
they have extended and adapted the house and plot for their 
growing family. Instead to extending the main house even 
more, they chose to build a small garden house and a sea 
house. 

 “To preserve the existing architecture, it was important that 
the colour of all the building exteriors was the same. Thanks 
to Tar Vitriol, we achieved a beautiful, natural colour and the 
best protection for all the exteriors. This paint is easy to use, 
smells good and gives a lovely uniform finish,” says Jonas.

FAMILJY ROOSBERG

Members: Sofia (36), Jonas (39) and children 
Vilma (8) and Olof (5).

Occupations: Sofia is a training facilitator for 
UTI – Foreign Technicians and Engineers. 
Jonas works as a risk engineer.

Reside: In a modern house in Lerkil.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Test the paint using 1-3 coats to see how the colour 
emerges with time. 

Tar Vitriol requires minimal preparatory work since 
scraping and washing is not required. Just brush.

You only need to paint certain surfaces once depending 
on the weather to which they are exposed, while others 
require 2-3 coats. 

Just remember that the true grey colour is only evident 
once the paint has dried. 

There is great similarity between newly treated wood 
and wood previously treated with iron vitriol. 

Don’t be afraid of applying too much paint.

PAINTING OVER WITH TAR VITRIOL
Jonas advises:
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Modern grey, beautiful black, traditional red and 
classic brown. Auson has four pigmented wood 
tars derived from the base product Genuine Pine 
Tar. All colours are wholly natural products from 
the forest which protect and reinforce the wood, 
as well as giving it an attractive matt colour.

FOR ALL TYPES OF WOOD MATERIALS
The pigmented wood tars are perfect colours for your 
exterior walls, but also boards, boathouses, bridges and 
fences. Basically, any material made of wood. You can also 
paint over wood exteriors previously treated with traditional 
distemper paint with excellent results. The pigmented wood 
tars penetrate deep into the wood and add the natural 
substances which the trees use to protect themselves 
against micro-organisms such as mould and wood-decay 
fungus, for example. The wood structure remains visible 
and the surface is allowed to age with beauty.

CARE FOR YOUR HOUSE WITH TJÄRLEK
Surface treating with wood tar is an experience. The char-
acteristic smell gives you the feeling of working directly with 
nature. Since wood tar is a natural product, different batches 
may vary slightly in colour. If you are going to use more than 
one tin, you should mix the amount you estimate will be 
needed for the area to be painted. You will then obtain the 
same colour over the whole surface. The drying time may 
also vary, depending on weather and wind conditions. All 
our pigmented wood tars give a classic matt finish. Use gum 
turpentine as a solvent for Black Tar, Red Tar and Brown Tar 
to make the colours thinner and to accentuate the feeling of 
wood. Discover nature’s own paint.

WHICH IS YOUR 
FAVOURITE WOOD 
TAR?

Paint preferably during warm weather, at least 10°C. The tar 
products are easiest to work with under such conditions and 

draw quickly into the wood

Be sure to remove any algae and mould and make sure that the 
wood is dry.

Stir the contents of the tin thoroughly before you start painting 
and stir several times during painting.

Use a wide brush (e.g. 70–100 mm)

Paint the entire exterior in one go to 
ensure a uniform colour.

Paint at least twice to 
achieve the best 
colour tone and 

protection.

TIPS FOR PAINTING 
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VOLUME ITEM NO.
0.9 L TIN .................................................60500401
2.7 L TIN .................................................60500473
9 L TIN ....................................................60500556

Auson Black Tar is a genuine pine tar reinforced 
with black pigment, which ensures a lovely matt 
colour in addition to protection from rot, mould and 
drying-out. The classic black colour is perfect for 
modern wooden houses, fences or boathouses. 
Dilute with approx. 20% gum turpentine for 
unplaned wood. Planed wood requires a dilution of 
30-40%. You can use the Black Tar on wood that 
has previously been treated with Distemper Paint. 

Usage ratio: 5-8 m2/litre, depending on the surface.

BLACK TAR

VOLUME ITEM NO.
0.9 L TIN .................................................60510401
2.7 L TIN .................................................60510473
9 L TIN ....................................................60510556

Auson Red Tar is based on its predecessors, 
Genuine Pine Tar and Iron Oxide. This gives the 
exterior wall the traditional red colour that has 
been popular in Sweden since time immemorial. 
It also provides the best protection from wind and 
weather. The Red Tar is perfect for both classic 
summer cottages with white house corners and 
wooden houses with modern architecture and 
colour schemes. Dilute with approx. 20% gum 
turpentine for unplaned wood. Planed wood 
requires a dilution of 30-40%. You can use the Red 
Tar on wood that has previously been treated with 
Distemper Paint. 

Usage ratio: 5-8 m2/litre, depending on the surface.

RED TAR

VOLUME ITEM NO.
0.9 L TIN .................................................60530401
2.7 L TIN .................................................60530473
9 L TIN ....................................................60530556

Auson Brown Tar is a classic pine tar. The brown 
colour has its origins in the national romantic period 
of the last century. Now, more than 100 years later, 
brown wood exteriors have once again become 
popular. The Brown Tar gives a matt brown colour 
and a beautiful wood surface. And, of course, the 
pine tar offers protection from strong sunlight, 
moisture, mould and rot. Dilute with approx. 
20% gum turpentine for unplaned wood. Planed 
wood requires a dilution of 30-40%. You can use 
the Brown Tar on wood that has previously been 
treated with Distemper Paint.

Usage ratio: 5-8 m2/litre, depending on the surface.

BROWN TAR

VOLUME ITEM NO.
1 L TIN ....................................................60590401 
3 L TIN ....................................................60590473 
10 L TIN ..................................................60590556

TAR VITRIOL
Auson Tar Vitriol is a thin tar glaze that gives a 
stylish, modern grey colour. The colour will initially 
look brownish since the pine tar first sits on the 
surface along with the pigment. But even on the 
first application, it penetrates the wood to protect it 
from moisture, while the grey pigment remains on 
the surface. The end result is a stylish grey colour 
that blends in with nature and protects the wood. 
The tar vitriol contains gum turpentine. You can 
use the tar vitriol on wood that has previously been 
treated with iron vitriol. 

Usage ratio: 6-10 m2/litre, depending on the surface.
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DURABLE
CLASSICS

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L TIN ....................................................60100441
3 L TIN ....................................................60100473
10 L TIN ..................................................60100556
200 KG DRUM ........................................60100743

Auson Genuine Wood Tar is our progenitor 
on which the pigmented wood tars are 
based. The wood tar is ideal for shingled 
roofs, boats, wooden buildings and also 
for the care of hooves, both for horses and 
other animals. Our Genuine Wood Tar also 
has good penetration on rough-cut wood. 
By diluting with gum turpentine or heating 
the tar, you can enable faster penetration 
in the wood and make it less sticky. An old 
recipe for wood treatment is one-third each 
of Genuine Pine Tar, Gum Turpentine and 
boiled or raw linseed oil.

Applications: 2-4 m2/litre, depending on the 
surface.
Colour:  Dark brown

GENUINE WOOD 
TAR

PINE TAR

NATURE'S 
OWN PAINT

The progenitor 

of all our  

tars
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VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L TIN (outgoing packaging) .................60200401
3 L TIN (outgoing packaging) .................60200473
10 L TIN (outgoing packaging) ...............60200556
200 KG DRUM ........................................60201790

Auson Kiln Burned Wood Tar is a fine golden 
brown wood tar that takes on a glaze-like 
quality with time. It is used primarily for the 
high demands placed on the treatment of 
building exteriors, shingled roofs and boats, 
as well as veterinary use such as the care of 
hooves, both for horses and other animals. 
We recommend diluting the tar with gum 
turpentine for faster penetration and less 
stickiness. An old recipe for wood treatment 
is equal parts of Kiln Burned Wood Tar, Gum 
Turpentine and boiled or raw linseed oil.

Applications: 2-4 m2/litre, depending on the 
surface.
Colour:  Golden brown

KILN BURNED
WOOD TAR

Auson Roslag Mahogany is a low-viscosity 
tar glaze that provides a darker mahogany 
tone. It is based on an old Swedish recipe 
consisting of Genuine wood tar, linseed 
oil and gum turpentine. Since Roslag 
Mahogany has a very low viscosity, it should 
be applied in two thin coats. Remember 
to let the surface dry thoroughly between 
coats. Feel free to use Auson Roslag 
Mahogany on bridges, boats, shingled roofs 
and of course on different types of wooden 
buildings.

Usage ratio: 6-12 m2/litre, depending on the 
surface.

ROSLAG  
MAHOGNY

VOLUME ITEM NO.
1 L TIN ....................................................60301401
3 L TIN ....................................................60301473
10 L TIN ..................................................60301556

IMPREX

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L TIN .................................................... 61100411
3 L TIN .................................................... 61100473
10 L TIN .................................................. 61100556
200 KG DRUM ........................................ 61110743

Auson Imprex is special light-coloured tar 
that takes on a glaze-like quality with time. 
It gives a natural beautiful wood surface that 
is ideal for treating boats, shingled roofs and 
wooden buildings, for example. The tar has 
good penetration properties, it preserves 
the wood and makes the surface water-
repellent. 

Usage ratio:  2–4 m2/litre
Colour:  Light brown
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OIL
DECK

VOLUME ITEM NO.
1 L TIN ....................................................60700401
3 L TIN ....................................................60700472
10 L TIN ..................................................60700556

LIGHT PINE TAR OIL
Auson Light Tar Oil is based on our Genuine 
wood tar and gum turpentine, which is also 
extracted from trees and is a pure natural 
product. If you have grown tired of discoloured 
wooden decks, this is the oil for you. Wood 
treated with light tar oil has a dark brown 
colour which grows lighter and gradually gives 
a more greyish finish. With Auson Light Tar 
Oil, you achieve long lasting protection and a 
stylish grey surface with a clear wood pattern. 
Your deck stays looking fresh for many years, 
and treating it every two or three years is 
enough. The oil is also excellent for fences, 
garden furniture and pallet collars. 

Usage ratio: 6-10 m2/litre, depending on the 
surface.

TREATED WITH ORDINARY OIL

TREATED WITH LIGHT TAR OIL

• Remember that the wood must be thor-
oughly cleaned before you begin to apply 
the oil. Remove dirt and old oil residue 
from a previously treated surface with a 
suitable cleaning agent.  

• It is important that the wood is completely 
dry when applying the oil. The surface may 
very well be dried in the sun beforehand, 
therefore, treatment should not take place 
too early in the spring. 

• Use a brush, roller or low-pressure spray 
and wipe off any excess with a cloth. 
When you have finished with the oil, clean 
the brushes with detergent/soapy water 
or gum turpentine.

 

TIPS AND TRICKS!

”One coat every two or 
three years is enough. 
LIGHT TAR OIL RETAINS THE 
TIMBER DECK’S LIGHT SHADE”
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VOLUME  ITEM NO.
3 L TIN ....................................................20400473

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L TIN ....................................................20300401
3 L TIN ....................................................20300473

Chinese wood oil is a classic Chinese oil 
based on “Tung tree oil” combined with 
linseed oil and solvents.

Applications: 4-10 m2/litre

Sleeper oil is used for surface treatment 
and dark varnishing of railway sleepers, 
posts and fences. Sleeper oil is based on 
genuine wood tar which provides the best 
protection against the elements. Sleeper oil 
is painted on in quantity so that the oil can 
penetrate the wood.

Applications: 5-8 m2/litre

CHINESE
WOOD OILSLEEPER OIL

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
3 L TIN ....................................................20800473

Auson Tree Oil is a traditional deck oil based 
on linseed oil and white spirit. This forms 
a water-repellent surface that protects the 
wood against drying out and cracking. At 
the same time, the tree oil accentuates and 
preserves the natural beauty of the wood. 

Usage ratio: approx. 10 m2/litre

WOOD OIL

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L BOTTLE ............................................67000201
5 L CAN ..................................................67000265
25 L CAN ................................................67000269

For surface protection of wood, manufacturing 
paint and mixing with wood tar.

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L BOTTLE ............................................67100201
5 L CAN ..................................................67100265
25 L CAN ................................................67100269

For surface protection of wood, manufacturing 
paint and mixing with wood tar.

RAW 
LINSEED OIL

BOILED 
LINSEED OIL

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L BOTTLE ............................................66000201
5 L CAN ..................................................66000265
25 L CAN ................................................66000259
178 KG DRUM ........................................66604790

Genuine gum turpentine is a biodegradable 
solvent used to dilute wood tar and linseed 
oil paints.

GUM
TURPENTINE

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L BOTTLE ............................................50100201
5 L CAN ..................................................50100265

For diluting asphalt products and paints, as well 
as cleaning brushes and tools.

ALIPHATIC 
NAPHTHA
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CARE FOR
YOUR ROOF
SEALING LAYER THAT HOLDS 
ALL YEAR ROUND
Auson offers a complete range of 
sealing layers for your roof. The 
roof is the most exposed part of 
your home. It must stand up to 
the elements – 365 days a year. By 
regularly checking and maintaining 
the roof, you can extend the life of 
your roof significantly. 

Our range includes roofing com-
pound, primer, joint sealer and 
gluing compound. Auson also 
manufactures asphalt solutions of 
varying viscosities and properties. 

EASY
HUNTING
WITH WILD BOAR TAR

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
600 ML AEROSOL CAN .........................60100096
5 L TIN ....................................................60101545

Auson Wild Boar Tar is used to make hunting 
wild boar easier. Impregnate a tree trunk or 
wooden post with the scent by brushing 
a generous layer of tar onto the surface. 
The tar will then attract the wild boar, as it 
signals that the tree is rich in resin which 
wild boar use to rid themselves of skin 
parasites. Wild boar like to rub themselves 
against the tarred tree. By using Auson Wild 
Boar Tar regularly, you can attract wild boar 
to your hunting ground all year round. 

Usage ratio:2–4 m2/litre depending on the 
surface.

WILD BOAR TAR 
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VOLUME ITEM NO.
5 L TIN ....................................................10000405
10 L TIN ..................................................10000406

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L TIN ....................................................10700401
5 L TIN ....................................................10700405

Fibre-reinforced and rubber-reinforced asphalt 
filler with additives to provide adhesion even 
on damp surfaces (such as for emergency 
repairs in the rain). Forms an elastic and wa-
terproof seal that is highly resistant to all types 
of weather. For the repair of small leaks, poor 
joints and cracks on tar paper roofs. Larger 
joints and blisters (cut open) are reinforced 
with glass fibre cloth. The mastic is also suit-
able for repairing sheet steel joints, concrete 
and wood, as well as caulking wooden boats. 
Easy to apply with a mastic spatula.

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
5 L TIN ....................................................10500405

Low viscosity asphalt solution with damp-ex-
pelling additives. Penetrates deep beneath 
the surface, impregnates and seals. Used as 
a primer for old, dry tar paper before reno-
vating with Roofing Compound. Also used 
for pre-treatment of surfaces to be insulated 
against damp with Cold Asphalt.

Usage ratio:  0.3–0.5 lit/m2 depending on the 
surface.

Fibre-reinforced and rubber-reinforced as-
phalt compound that forms an impermeable 
and elastic surface. Highly resistant to all 
types of weather. Supplied ready-mixed to 
a consistency that is easy to paint. Very dry 
tar paper is pre-treated with our Roof Primer.

Usage ratio:  0.5-1 l/m2 depending on the 
surface. (lower usage ratio if 
the surface is pre-treated with 
Asphalt Primer)

ROOFING 
COMPOUND ROOF PRIMER JOINT SEALER

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
300 ML ASSEMBLY ................................10800093
1 L TIN ....................................................10800401
5 L TIN ....................................................10800405

For gluing joints on tar paper, repairing 
cracks, sealing connections, sealing sheet 
metal joints, folded seams and other roof 
details. 

Usage ratio:  1 litre per 10-15 m overlapping 
joints

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
20 KG TIN ...............................................11700218

Asphalt repair compound is a proven cold 
bitumen solution with small stones used to 
repair holes and pits in asphalt. The product 
can also be used as a filler around drains 
and to round off sharp edges. Asphalt re-
pair compound can be used throughout the 
year.

VOLUME  ITEM NO.
1 L TIN ....................................................10900401
5 L TIN ....................................................10900405
10 L TIN ..................................................10900406

Easily painted asphalt solution that provides 
a moisture and water resistant surface on 
foundations and concrete surfaces above 
and below ground. Can also be used for the 
protection of underground steel and sheet 
steel structures. When diluted with 10-20% 
white spirits, Cold Asphalt can also be used 
as a primer on dried tar paper.

Usage ratio:  0.3–0.5 lit/m2 depending on the 
surface.

GLUING 
COMPOUND

COLD APPLIED 
ASPHALT

ASPHALT 
RESTORER
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Auson AB is one of the oldest and largest suppliers of wood 
tar in Sweden and the Nordic countries. Auson, which was 
founded in 1928, today offers traditional and environmentally 
friendly products in corrosion protection, noise reduction, 
wood tar and asphalt. The wood tars are clean natural 
products that protect the wood and produce an attractive 
matt wood surface. For Auson, the manufacturing process, 
unique colours and quality are important core values for the 
business. 

TRADITION AND INNOVATION SINCE 1928

Auson AB

Verkstadsgatan 3,

SE-434 42 Kungsbacka

Sweden

Tel +46 (0)300-56 20 00

Fax +46 (0)300-56 20 01

www.auson.se

www.tjärlek.se

ISO 14001

BUREAU VERITAS
Certification

ISO 9001

BUREAU VERITAS
Certification

Auson's business system complies with the requirements of 

SS-EN ISO 9001 and SS-EN ISO 14001, including AFS 2001:1 

Systematic Work Environment Management.
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